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Compensation

PFEIFER dRAKO, an associate company of the PFEIFER Group, 
has produced and developed special wire ropes for the eleva-
tor construction industry for almost 200 years. Thanks to the 
extensive sales & distribution network and numerous associate 
companies in all corners of the globe, dRAKO's special ropes are 
safely and reliably in use wherever people need to travel verti-
cally. From Moscow to Kuala Lumpur, from New York to Hong 
Kong and also in Paris, London and Frankfurt, we build on close 
and long-term relations with our discerning customers. In turn, 
elevator manufacturers the world over have come to trust us as 
reliable partners.
At dRAKO, tradition and innovation share equal ranking: one 
aspect would not be possible without the other. To continue 
 widening our knowledge about ropes and to ensure that our 
technology remains truly state of the art, we collaborate with uni-
versities and institutes. The streamlined precision manufacture of 
the serial products and the management of customized projects 
are governed by dIN EN IsO 9001 in accordance with our own 
quality management system (QMs).
Our company handles resources with as little impact on the 
environment as possible. We are certified to IsO 14001 and 
 Ökoprofit.
We work to…

 the highest safety standards
 economical levels of efficiency and
 reliable service

… for the benefit of our customers, and that is our goal.
Our mission statement is defined as our adherence to the most 
up-to-date technical know-how, high-quality materials, safety, 
user-comfort and economic efficiency which are turned into a set 
of values transferred to our customers and enable us to embrace 
every challenge in a multi-cultural world.

Our Production & Logistics site at 
Rheinstrasse, Mülheim an der Ruhr, 
Germany

Front cover (left to right):

Hütter-Aufzüge GmbH and 
Janzhoff-Aufzüge GmbH  
Eiffel Tower, Paris 
shanghai World Financial center, 
shanghai
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state-of-the-art stranding 
 technology in the production 
 process
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Advantages of DRAKO wire ropes and 
chains
•  Special wire ropes for your application
•  Proven strand design and high adaptability
•  Long service life
•  DRAKO-made fiber core, constant quality
•  Low elastic and permanent elongation
•  Weight compensating chains at different degrees of 

weight
•  Weight compensating chains with various loop sizes
•  Machine-welded chain links
•  Inductive wear testing possible since there are no fillers 

in the coating
•  Smart accessories for easier installation
•  Low maintenance costs
•  100 % rope quality, high quality assurance
•  Fair cost-benefit ratio
•  Highly qualified and experienced personnel
•  Competent advice
•  Reliable service
•  Worldwide sales network

NEW!
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Compensation for elevator 
suspension rope weight

International commerce center 
Hongkong,  
schindler Management AG

Why is compensation under certain circumstances useful or 
even necessary?
Weight compensation has the following advantages:

•  In high elevators, the power consumption of the electrical drive system 
can be minimized by rope weight compensation; alternatively, the drive 
system can be dimensioned for smaller loads, and the power supply to 
be installed can thus be reduced.

•  The car can be started and stopped much more smoothly, and the calcu-
lation of the approach speed of the car to the next stop is optimized.

•  The drive properties required for elevators with long hoistways can often 
only be achieved by means of weight compensation.

depending on the hoisting height, car speed and purpose of the elevator, 
chains or ropes can be used for this purpose.

•  standard balance chain without jacket: 
– for nominal speeds up to 0.6 m/s. 
– disadvantage: High noise level

•  Balance chain with jacket, whereby the chain structure is still  visible: 
for nominal speeds up to 1.6 m/s e. g. dRAKO EB.

•  Balance chain with jacket, round cross-section: for nominal speeds up to 
3.5 m/s. For speeds from 1.75 m/s it is recommended to install balance 
chain guides in the lower hoistway section e. g. dRAKO cB.

•  untensioned balance ropes: Previously common with certain specifica-
tions (tiller ropes); the run behavior of such 
ropes is however inferior to that of jacketed 
balance chains.

•  Tensioned balance ropes: According to 
EN 81-1, 9.6, ropes used as balance ropes 
are to be run with tensioning sheaves. Only 
tensioned weight compensating ropes in 
conjunction with the securing devices on the 
tensioning sheaves as required by EN 81-1, 
9.6.2, for nominal speeds above 3.5 m/s can 
prevent the feared "jumping" of the counter-
weight upon activation of the safety brake.

up to recently, balance ropes were produced with the same ropes con-
struction and diameter as the suspension rope in the respective installation. 
dRAKO will of course continue to supply its customers with such solutions. 
For high hoistways (rope oscillation!) and/or more than six suspension 
ropes (with the necessary intricate tensioning roller system), operators 
should consider the installation of less but thicker balance ropes.

Advantages of specifically designed balance ropes
dRAKO recommends the use of specifically designed and dimensioned 
balance ropes of the product series dRAKO 180 B and dRAKO 200 B. 
These ropes feature a synthetic fiber core and, in certain cases, a strand 
construction that is not available for suspension ropes.

•  Flexibility: 
This construction consists of a many thin wires, making the ropes parti-
cularly flexible (minimum diameter ratio d/d for balance rope sheaves is 
only 30!).

•  Length stability: 
In contrast to natural fiber cores, synthetic fiber cores don't absorb mois-
ture from the ambient air. Elongation and contraction (that can ex ceed 
the tensioning length in the case of long ropes) as a result of fluctuating 
humidity are thus effectively prevented.

•  Special lubrication: 
compensating ropes are lubricated differently and also more extensively 
than traction ropes, as minimum friction is not an issue. This results in a 
prolonged service life of the installation combined with longer servicing 
intervals.

•  Fiber core: 
under certain circumstances, steel centers in compensating ropes might 
lead to early damage. synthetic fiber cores however provide excellent 
reliability under all conditions.

•  Easy handling: 
The ropes are of pre-formed regular lay construction, which significantly 
reduces the tendency of becoming untwisted during handling and instal-
lation.

To assess whether a rope is to be replaced, please refer to chapter Rope 
discard in our catalogue “Elevator Ropes”.
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Compensating Chains  
DRAKO ecoBalance

Type Unit Weight Chain Diameter External Diameter Max. Hanging Length Recommended 
     Loop Diameter 
 kg/m mm mm m mm

dRAKO EB 090* 0.9 6 26 180 220

dRAKO EB 130 1.3 7 28 185 240

dRAKO EB 150 1.5 8 31 190 260

dRAKO EB 200* 2.0 9 34 190 280

dRAKO EB 240 2.4 10 38 230 280

dRAKO EB 300* 3.0 11 41 240 300

dRAKO EB 330 3.3 12 45 240 300

dRAKO EB 380 3.8 13 47 240 320
* no stock item

Description

Tubular-extruded, low carbon, electrically welded proof coil chain, 
 galvanized;

60 °c flame-retardant polyvinyl chlorine that resists oxidation, weathering, 
solvents and chemicals

Field of application

Temperature Range –15 °c to +60 °c

Rated speed ≤ 1.6 m/s

Installation Material 2 u-bolts

dampening device dRAKO Roller dR-L

Compensating Chains
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counterweight

u-bolt

Loop diameter

Allow 1 m

u-bolt

Please note 
For outdoor application dampening device are always  
advisable because of the influence of wind.

car floor

Weight compensating chain

Roller Guides
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Compensating Chains
DRAKO comfortBalance

Type Unit Weight Chain Diameter External Diameter Max. Hanging Length Recommended 
     Loop Diameter 
 kg/m mm mm m mm

dRAKO cB 110 1.1 5.5 24 110 560

dRAKO cB 150 1.5 6.3 29 170 600

dRAKO cB 220 2.2 7.9 35 180 600

dRAKO cB 300 3.0 9.0 38 185 650

dRAKO cB 370 3.7 10.5 42 185 650

dRAKO cB 450 4.5 11.5 44 185 650

dRAKO cB 520 5.2 12.7 49 185 680

dRAKO cB 600 6.0 13.5 52 185 680

Description

Pressure-extruded, low carbon, electrically welded proof coil chain;

60 °c flame-retardant polyvinyl chlorine that resists oxidation, weathering, 
solvents and chemicals

Field of application

Temperature Range –15 °c to +60 °c

Rated speed ≤ 3.5 m/s

Installation Material  3 u-bolts, 1 shackle, 1 grip

dampening device  dRAKO Roller dR-L and dR-H

counterweight

u-bolt

Loop diameter

Allow 1 m

u-bolt

shackle

safety Loop
(0.6 – 1.0 m)

Grip
u-bolt

Please note 
For outdoor application dampening device are always  
advisable because of the influence of wind.

car floor

Weight compensating chain

Roller Guides
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Compensating Chains
DRAKO halogenfreeBalance

Type Unit Weight Chain Diameter External Diameter Max. Hanging Length Recommended 
     Loop Diameter 
 kg/m mm mm m mm

dRAKO HFB 110* 1.1 5.5 24 110 480

dRAKO HFB 150* 1.5 6.0 29 170 510

dRAKO HFB 220* 2.2 8.0 35 180 530

dRAKO HFB 300* 3.0 9.0 38 185 560

dRAKO HFB 370* 3.7 10.5 42 185 610

dRAKO HFB 450* 4.5 11.5 44 185 660

dRAKO HFB 520* 5.2 12.7 49 185 720

dRAKO HFB 600* 6.0 13.5 52 185 720
* no stock item

Description

Pressure-extruded, low carbon, electrically welded proof coil chain;

natural rubber that resists oxidation, weathering, solvents and chemicals, 
textile corded

Field of application

Temperature Range –60 ° c to +60 ° c

Rated speed ≤ 3.5 m/s

Installation Material  3 u-bolts, 1 shackle, 1 grip

dampening device  dRAKO Roller dR-L and dR-H

counterweight

u-bolt

Loop diameter

Allow 1 m

u-bolt

shackle

safety Loop
(0.6 – 1.0 m)

Grip
u-bolt

Please note 
For outdoor application dampening device are always  
advisable because of the influence of wind.

car floor

Weight compensating chain

Roller Guides
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Compensating Chains
DRAKO widerloopChain

Type Unit Weight Chain Diameter External Diameter Max. Hanging Length Recommended 
     Loop Diameter 
 kg/m mm mm m mm

dRAKO WLc 110 1.1 5.5 24 110 1000 – 1600

dRAKO WLc 150 1.5 6.3 29 170 1000 – 1600

dRAKO WLc 220 2.2 7.9 35 180 1000 – 1600

dRAKO WLc 300 3.0 9.0 38 185 1000 – 1600

dRAKO WLc 370 3.7 10.5 42 185 1000 – 1600

dRAKO WLc 450 4.5 11.5 44 185 1000 – 1600

dRAKO WLc 520 5.2 12.7 49 185 1000 – 1600

dRAKO WLc 600 6.0 13.5 52 185 1000 – 1600

Description

Fully extruded electro-welded chain made of low-carbon steel;

60 °c heatproof PVc resistant to weathering, solvents and chemicals

Advantages

The special PVc composition makes for a much greater loop diameter than 
is the case with conventional weight compensating chains. This property 
permits a centered installation process under the car even with wide shafts 
and large cars. The pressure on the car guides is thus substantially reduced 
and wear-and-tear is minimized. shaft efficiency is improved.

Field of application

Temperature Range –15 °c to +60 °c

Rated Speed ≤ 3.0 m/s

Installation Material  3 u-bolts, 1 shackle, 1 grip

dampening device  dRAKO Roller dR-L and dR-H 

car floor

counterweight

u-bolt

Loop diameter

Weight compensating chain

Roller Guides

Allow 1 m

u-bolt

shackle

Grip

u-bolt

Please note 
For outdoor application dampening device are always  
advisable because of the influence of wind.

safety Loop
(1.6 – 2.4 m)
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A

C B

Ø (A)
B

C

AD

Installation Kits
One installation kit contains the 
material for the installation of one 
balance chain. 

The installation kits were specifically 
designed for use with dRAKO  
compensating chains. 

They guarantee safe operation. 

The use of other hardware could 
seriously jeopardize the safety of  
the installation.

Installation Kits for DRAKO ecoBalance

Installation Kits for DRAKO CB, HFB and WLC

A detailed installation manual is available.  
Please inquire for further information if necessary.

Nut (d)

Bolt (c)

Pin (B)

CB/Satz Content Quantity                               Dimensions  
  pcs                               mm 
   A B c d

IEB 090 / IEB 130 u-bolt 2 8 120 75 50 

IEB 150 / IEB 200 u-bolt 2 10 120 75 50 

IEB 240 / IEB 300 u-bolt 2 12 120 75 50 

IEB  330 / IEB 380 u-bolt 2 14 120 75 50 

CB/Satz Content Quantity                               Dimensions  
  pcs                                 mm 
   A B c d

IcB 110 u-bolt 3 6 120 75 50  
 shackle 1 8 1.6x20 M6x35 M6 
 stainless steel grip 1 710 +/- 10 26 42 – 

IcB 150 u-bolt 3 8 120 75 50  
 shackle 1 12 2x20 M8x45 M8 
 stainless steel grip 1 710 +/- 10 31 47 – 

IcB 220 u-bolt 3 10 120 75 50  
 shackle 1 12 2.5x30 M10x50 M10 
 stainless steel grip 1 710 +/- 10 37 53 – 

IcB 300 u-bolt 3 10 120 75 50  
 shackle 1 12 2.5x30 M10x50 M10 
 stainless steel grip 1 710 +/- 10 40 56 – 

IcB 370 u-bolt 3 12 120 75 50  
 shackle 1 12 3.2x30 M12x50 M12 
 stainless steel grip 1 710 +/- 10 44 60 – 

IcB 450 u-bolt 3 12 120 75 50  
 shackle 1 12 3.2x30 M12x50 M12 
 stainless steel grip 1 710 +/- 10 47 63 –

IcB 520 u-bolt 3 14 120 75 50  
 shackle 1 16  3.2x30 M14x60 M14 
 stainless steel grip 1 710 +/- 10 51 67 – 

IcB 600 u-bolt 3 14 120 75 50  
 shackle 1 16 3.2x30 M14x60 M14 
 stainless steel grip 1 710 +/- 10 54 70  –
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Roller Guides

during installation, ensure that the weight compensating chain during 
operation will not constantly touch the roller guide unit. The chain must be 
centered in the middle. It is imperative that the suspension points at the car 
and/or the counterweight are aligned vertically over the guide.

Dampening Roller DR-L Dampening Roller DR-H

Type/ DRAKO EB DRAKO CB DRAKO HFB DRAKO WLC 
Elevator Speed

1.2 to 1.75 m/s dR-L dR-L / dR-H dR-L / dR-H dR-L / dR-H 

1.75 to 3.5 m/s – dR-H dR-H dR-H

All dimensions in mm All dimensions in mm

The dR-L and dR-H roller guides ensure that with higher ride speeds there 
are no vibrations in the elevator system. To select the right type, please 
consult the following table. It is recommended that in the case of a shaft 
height of over 50 m and a travel speed of over 1.75 m/s, that two rollers be 
deployed.

For shaft heights of less than 50 m and speeds of less than 1.75 m/s, the 
use of guides is normally not required. 

The guides dampen the vibrations that can emerge as the result of high 
operating speeds or as the result of an emergency stop. They prevent the 
chain from possibly beating against the wall of the shaft. That being so, 
 guides might be useful at lower speeds as well. The table below gives a 
good overview of the roller guides available.
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Installation Material IK-R 
for Roller Guides
Mounting Bracket to be installed between Counterweight Guide Rails  
(IK-R)

The bracket will be fixed between the guide rails of the counterweight. 
depending on the number of compensation chains installed at the counter-
weight, one or two dampening rollers can be installed.

A space of minimum 480 x 290 mm for one centred dampening roller is 
required between the guide rails. The bracket should have approx.  
80 mm distance between shaft wall and counterweight guide rails. Length 
can be adjusted to maximum 1500 mm between the guide rails.

Pos. Part Quantity

1 Rail d – 1500 mm 2

2 Rail A – 392 mm 2

3 Rail d – 392 mm 4

4 Rail nut M 10 20

5 Bolt – M10 x 60 4

6 Beam clamp 4

7 Bolt – M10 x 40 12

8 spring nut M10 4

9 square washer 8

10 Bolt – M10 x 25 8

11 Washer – 10.5 8

- Installation Procedure 1

Please note 

dampening Rollers are not part of the installation material!

Installation guide for compensating chains and accessories  
is available at www.drako.de

special Roller Guides for WLc in preparation.

IK-R for DR-H mounting
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Installation Material IK-F 
for Roller Guides on shaft floor
Mounting Bracket to be installed at pit floor at car side (IK-F)

The bracket will be installed at the pit floor under the car. depending on  
the number of compensation chains installed at the counterweight, one or 
two dampening rollers can be installed.

Pos. Part Quantity

1 Floor plate – 150 mm 2

2 Rail A – 1100 mm  2

3 spring Nuts M 10 6

4 Angle bracket – 244 mm 2

5 Bolt M 10 x 40 6

6 Rubber plate 2

7 Bolt M 12 4

8 Bolt M 12 x 40 4

9 Washer 13 4

10 spring washer A12 4

11 dowel 12 8

- Installation Procedure 1

Please note 

dampening Rollers are not part of the installation material!

Installation guide for compensating chains and accessories  
is available at www.drako.de
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IK-F for DR-H mounting
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6 x 25 F – FC

8 x 25 F – FC

6 x 36 WS – FC

DRAKO 180 B  

DRAKO 200 B

DRAKO 180 B  
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Special Weight Compensating Ropes
Special compensating ropes (balance ropes), to be used in tensioned 
application only. The rope construction varies with the nominal  diameter 
to optimize the performance.

compensating ropes will be supplied with servings on both ends, 
if not specified otherwise.

characteristics   preformed, bright, right hand ordinary lay

core   dRAKO 180 B and dRAKO 200 B are made with 
a synthetic fibre core (sFc)

Rope grades available  1370/1770 or 1570

Rope diameter tolerance see page 6 catalogue Elevator Ropes

Nom. Minimum Nominal 
Rope diameter breaking force Fmin length mass
 1370/1770 or 1570 approx.
mm kN kg/100m

13 83.7 60.7

16 127 92

18* 160 116

19* 179 130

20* 198 144

22* 240 174

Nom. Minimum Nominal 
Rope diameter breaking force Fmin length mass
 1370/1770 or 1570 approx.
mm kN kg/100m

13 74.3 57.5

16 113 87

18* 142 110

19* 159 123

22* 213 165
* no stock item

For information 

about traction
 ropes and  

governor ropes 
see Catalogue 

 

“Elevator Ropes“ .

Compensating Ropes

24* 292 211

26* 342 248

32* 518 376

36* 656 476

38* 731 530
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L 1

Kontrollbohrung
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L 2

L 3

L 1

d

øB

Swaged Steel Fitting with Thread  
for DRAKO Compensating Ropes
This slim construction of rope termination is particularly suitable for 
modern concepts of machineroomless elevators.

These terminations must be secured against rotation by means  
of the big securing hole at the upper end of the rod and a small steel  
wire rope. The small inspection hole in the swaged part of the  
terminal allows to control the presence of sufficient inserted rope  
length.

Fittings listed below carry at minimum 80% of MBL of compensation  
ropes shown in the catalogue. Other sizes can be offered on  
request.

Please note

The compensation rope constructions, shown in this catalogue have  
very different minimum breaking forces. When specifying springs  
or spring buffers, their respective maximum applyable force is to be  
con sided.

Anti-Twist Rope Sets (4 mm rope with 2 wire rope grips) are availabl e  
ex stock.

Rope Terminations

Nominal rope Nenn- thread thread length L3 shaft length L2 swaged diameter B total length L1 securing hole
diameter d größe diameter A approx. approx. approx. 1) approx. 1) diameter C
mm   mm mm mm mm mm

13* M 20 x 160 M 20 160 163 24.5 280 8

13** M 20 x 300 M 20 200 300 24.5 420 8

16** M 24 x 350 M 24 250 350 29.0 500 8
  * special size: when used with springs, then only with Elastomer spring buffers 
** normal size 
  1) provided only as information for determining installation dimensions

securing hole

inspection hole

swaged

nom. Rope-ø
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L 3

Ferrule-secured  
Thimble with Eye Bolt
How to order: (additional to the designation of the required rope) f. i.:  
a 13 mm rope, thimble dIN 6899 (if dIN 3090, please specify) selected  
eye bolt M 20, 450 mm long and spring:

One rope end with thimble and eye bolt M 20 x 450 d

Please note

The elevator rope constructions shown in this catalogue have very different 
minimum breaking forces. When specifying rope terminations and  
springs or spring buffers, their respective maximum applyable force is to  
be considered.

Rope terminations are to be secured against rotation.

Anti-Twist Rope Sets (4 mm rope with 2 wire rope grips) are availabl e  
ex stock.

On request we supply for this kind of rope suspension a complete 
accessory kit (unmounted), comprising

Designations Contents

d 1 pressure spring, 2 spring collars, 2 nuts, 1 split pin

FP 1 elastomer spring, 1 washer, 2 nuts, 1 split pin

FP 2 2 elastomer spring, 1 washer, 2 nuts, 1 split pin

FP 3 3 elastomer spring, 1 washer, 2 nuts, 1 split pin

Rope-Ø Nominal Size L3 (approx.) D E (approx.) Fmin

d (a x L2)
mm  mm mm mm kN

12-14 M 20 x 290 120 27.7 67.6 98

 M 20 x 450 200 27.7 67.6 98

 M 20 x 600 200 27.7 67.6 98

 M 20 x 800 400 27.7 67.6 98

15-17 M 24 x 400 220 27 65 141

 M 24 x 600 200 27 65 141
Eye bolts will come with washer (dIN 125), 2 nuts and 1 split-pin.

Eye Bolt
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a

L 3
L 2

L 1

d1

L 4

d2

L 5

L 6

L 7

Symmetric Wedge Socket EN 13411-7
with Eye Bolt DIN 444
Termination acc. to EN 13411-7 in combination with our eye bolts fulfil  
the requirement of EN 81-1, clause 9.2.3, to withstand at least 80 % of  
the minimum breaking force even when used together with the fullsteel 
ropes dRAKO 250 H and 300 H.

Type UM Type D
with spring

Type FP
with 1 spring buffer

Type FP 2
with 2 spring buffers

Type FP 3
with 3 spring buffers

Please note

The elevator rope constructions shown in this catalogue have very  
different minimum breaking forces. When specifying rope terminations  
and springs or spring buffers, their respective maximum applyable  
force is to be considered.

Rope terminations are to be secured against rotation.

How to order (example) Type 14 d x length L

symm. wedge socket 
nominal size 14 for 
rope – Ø 12–14 mm

with spring

length L2 of eye bolt
acc. table above or acc. 
to the respective table page 32

Rope-Ø Nominal   Normal size Type UM    Type D   Type FP  Type FP 2 Type FP 3
d Size a L1** L2* L3 Weight d1 L4 Weight d2 L5 Weight L6 Weight L7 Weight
   mm mm  mm appr. kg mm mm appr. kg mm mm appr. kg mm appr. kg mm appr. kg

 12 - 14  14 M20 598 400 150 3.230 54 202 4.500 68 65 3.530 93 3.570 121 3.610

 15 - 17  17 M24 674 450 150 5.300 65 248 8.150 80 74 5.830 102 5.910 130 5.990

 18 - 20  20 M27 760 500 150 8.000 65 254 10.950

 21 - 25  25*** M30 740 500 150 11.000 80 251 14.500
    *normal size combination. Eye Bolts with other dimensions L2 on request.
 **total length of the normal size combination 
***not acc. to dIN 
All dimensions in mm. The socket body is galvanized.
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Typ UM Typ D
mit Druckfeder

Typ FP
mit 1 Federpuffer

Typ FP
mit 2 Federpuffern

Typ FP
mit 3 Federpuffern

L 6
d2

L 5

d1

L 4

a

L 3
L 2

L 1

L 7

Asymmetric Wedge Socket DIN 43 148 (EN 13411-6)
with Eye Bolt similar to DIN 444
Terminations acc. to dIN 43148 only in some combinations of rope 
 constructions, rope diameters and eye bolts are according to the  
requirement of EN 81-1, clause 9.2.3. (Requirement: withstanding  
at least 80 % of the rope’s minimum breaking force). Please contact  
us in case of any questions.

Please note

The elevator rope constructions shown in this catalogue have very  
different minimum breaking forces. When specifying rope terminations  
and springs or spring buffers, their respective maximum applyable  
force is to be considered.

Rope terminations are to be secured against rotation.

How to order (example) Typ 402 Kd x Länge L

Asymm. wedge socket 
nominal size 402 for 
rope – Ø 10–12 mm

with spring

length L2 of eye bolt
acc. table above

Type KUM Type KD
with spring

Type KFP
with 1 spring buffer

Type KFP 2
with 2 spring buffers

Type KFP 3
with 3 spring buffers

Rope-Ø Nominal   Normal size Type KUM   Type KD   Type KFP  Type KFP2 Type KFP 3
d Size a L1** L2* L3 Weight d1 L4 Weight d2 L5 Weight L6 Weight L7 Weight
   mm mm  mm appr. kg mm mm appr. kg mm mm appr. kg mm appr. kg mm appr. kg

 12 - 14 401 M16 440 300 150 1.250 44 173 2.042 57 59 1.426 87 1.454 115 1.482

 12 - 15 450 M201) 590 400 150 3.330 50 202 4.840 68 65 3.620 93 3.666 121 3.712

 16 - 20 500 M271) 715 500 150 7.740 65 254 10.760   

   * normal size combination. Eye Bolts with other dimensions L2 on request.
** total length for the normal size combination 
  1) Eye of bolt not acc. to dIN
The socket body is galvanized
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L2

L3

S

ad 2

L2

L3

S

ad 2

  * normal sizes in rope terminations
  sizes in bold type are usually available  

ex stock.
** not acc. to dIN

similar DIN 444
(in combination with asymm. wedge sockets DIN 43 148)

  1) acc. to dIN 444
   2) galvanized
  * normal sizes in rope terminations
  sizes in bold type are usually available  

ex stock.

Wire Rope Grips EN 13411-5 
(to be used with wedge sockets DIN 15-315-/-EN 13-411-7 and DIN 43-148 /-EN 13-411-6)

nominal size = biggest nominal rope-Ø 14 16 19 22
For intermediate nominal rope diameters, the next bigger grip size shall be applied.  
usage only acc. to the requirements for application and installation of EN 13-411-5. 

Eye Bolts
DIN 444
(in combination with symm. wedge sockets EN 13411-7)

Ro
pe

 T
er

m
in

at
io

ns

thread M161) M 20 M 27
"a"

Fmin in kN 78.5 122.0 230.0

d2 16 19.5 25.5

s 17 20 22

L2 / L3 200/100 

 250 /150 

 300*/150 

 320 /150 

 350 /150 

 400 /150 400*/150

 450 /150 450 /150 

 500 /150   500*/150

 560 /150 600 /200 

 800 /200

All dimensions in mm

thread M 20 M 24 M 27 M 30** 
"a"

Fmin in kN 122.0 176.0 230.0 230.0

d2 18 22 25 42

s 22 25 27 30

L2 / L3 300/150   

 400*/150

 450/150 450*/150

   500*/150 500*/150

 560/150 600/150

   800/400

All dimensions in mm
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Ro
pe

 T
er
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L1

d D 1

L1
L2

d D 1D 2

8

F [kN]

s [mm]

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
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0
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Springs for Rope Terminations

Spring Buffers for Rope Terminations

Calculation of compression s

s =     [mm]

c = spring factor [kN/mm]

F =   spring load [kN]  
(same as rope load)

F

c

Characteristics

– grease and oil resistant

– excellent damping properties

– material:  cellular polyurethane-
elastomer

Type d  D1* D2* L1* L2*
 mm mm mm mm mm

11 17 50 22 28 33

14 21 65 27 28 33

17 25 80 27 28 33
* unloaded 
dimension d must fit to the thread diameter a of the eye bolt.

Type 11FP Type 14FP Type 17FP

maximum
demand

maximum
demand

maximum
demand1 buffer 1 buffer 1 buffer2 buffers 2 buffers 2 buffers 3 buffers3 buffers3 buffers

170 kg
= max. statical strain
by the weight

270 kg
= max. statical strain
 by the weight

420 kg
= max. statical strain
by the weight

  Spring III Spring IV Spring V Spring VI

for symm. wedge socket   17d 
EN 13411-7/dIN 15 315 11 d 14 d 20 d 25 d

for asymm. wedge 401 450 500 – 
EN 13411-6/dIN 43 148  402

for swaged fitting M 16 M 20 M 24 –

wire Ø [mm] 9.0 11.0 15.0 18.0

outer Ø [mm] 46.0 53.0 65.0 80.0

average spring Ø [mm] 37.0 42.0 50.0 62.0

length unloaded [mm]  135.0 157.5 190.0 155.0

maximum spring load Fmax [kN] 5.930 9.383 14.880 24.525

compressions s [mm] at spring load Fmax 40.5 42.0 32.5 27.0

spring factor c [kN/mm] 0.146 0.223 0.458 0.908
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Warnings
Ropes must only be used in accordance with the applicable safety regula- 
tions and the relevant standards (dIN 15020, EN 12 385, EN 81 and the 
 German TRA). If the installation is outside Germany, the relevant statutory 
regulations, the national standards, apply. Before usage inspect the rope 
and the rope terminations and comply with the recommendations of the 
manufacturer and the applicable standards.

Note
The breaking forces in the catalogue apply exclusively to new ropes.  
Whether the rope is performing as expected in the long run depends on

• the design of your elevator system, 

•  the selected rope diameter,

• the chosen rope construction, 

•   the chosen rope grade and the 

•  correct installation and maintenance of the elevator in which the rope is 
used, and 

•   the correct storage, handling, maintenance and inspection of the rope.

When installing compensating chains, observe the warnings on  
the respective pages in this catalog. chains and chain suspension devices 
must be inspected at suitable intervals as to wear and damage.

General instructions
The standards referred to in this catalogue are the current standards as 
amended and valid.

No part of this catalogue (with the exception of the included fax form) may 
be reproduced and distributed by electronic or any other means without the 
prior written consent of dRAKO.

This catalogue replaces all previous catalogues. Any technical data printed 
in previous catalogues cease to be valid.

All data in our catalogues is subject to be changed by PFEIFER dRAKO in 
respect of technical development.
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customer-No. date

company 
 
 
 

Ordered by

Phone Fax

E-Mail

Order/Inquiry-No.

Required delivery time

PFEIFER DRAKO
DRAHTSEILWERK GMBH & CO. KG

RHEINsTRAssE 19-23
d-45478 MuELHEIM AN dER RuHR
TELEFON +49 (0)208-42901-0

deliveries according to the Terms of delivery and Payment of PFEIFER dRAKO dRAHTsEILWERK GmbH & co. KG

 Fax +49(0)208-42901-43
 Inquiry inquiry@drako.de
 Order order@drako.de

to

Item 1 Compensating Chain (delivery always on wooden reels)  Pieces Length Price Euro

 Type Nom.-Ø in mm Weight in kg/m

x

x

Item 2 Installation Kit

 Type

x

x

Item 3 Dampening Devices

 dR-L  dR-H 

Item 4 Dismatling

 Type description Length

  1-side  standard   

  2-side  300 mm*   

   500 mm*   

Item 5 Special Compensating Ropes

 Type Ø in mm Weight in kg/m

x

x

Item 6 1. Rope end

  plain end

  one end with ferrule secured thimble

  and eye bolt

     M                             with spring and accessories
   with 1 Pu-buffer and accessories
   with 2 Pu-buffers and accessories
   with 3 Pu-buffers and accessories
   without any

  rope termination type                          loose

  installation screw  M                           

  swaged fitting with thread M                           

Item 7 2. Rope end

  plain end

  rope termination                          loose

Item 7 Packing   delivery in coils  delivery on wooden reel

Item 9            pieces of rope grips EN 13411-5 size           

delivery address(if different from order address):  signature

comments
x * not for WLc
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Delivery Programme
Elevator Industry
• special ropes of 6-strand and 8-strand construction
•  special ropes with 9 outer strands for high rise/high speed 

installations
• special compensating ropes
• compensating chains and their suspension means
•  Ropes for small goods elevators, overspeed controllers and door 

 mechanisms
• ropes for gondola systems with inner electric conductors

Mechanical and Construction Industry
• special crane and excavator ropes with 8 and 9 outer strands
• rotation-resistant and non-rotating ropes for electric hoists
• non-rotating ropes for tower cranes and mobile cranes
• winch ropes, clamshell ropes and pendant ropes
• slings according to dIN 3088 and IsO 8792

Mining
• Koepe hoist ropes
• drum hoist ropes
• flat hoist ropes
• flat balance ropes
• round balance ropes (multi-layer flat strand ropes)
• haulage ropes for monorail conveyors
• signal ropes

Shaft Sinking
• rotation resistant and non-rotating stage ropes
• flat hoist ropes
• clamshell ropes
• guide ropes
• direction survey ropes

Oilfield Industry
• rotary drilling lines according to API spec. 9A
• swab and bailing lines
• winch lines
• percussion drilling lines
• air winch lines
• logging lines and wires

Additional
• rope terminations
• wire rope socks for cables and ropes
• wire rope with polymer cover
• spiral ropes and strands (automotive industry)
• deep sea research ropes.

Approvals and certifications:
•  TÜV süd
•  Approved by Germ. Lloyd, Lloyd’s Register 

of shipping
•  Quality Managementsystem acc. EN IsO 9001
• LOM (spain)
• GOsT (Russia)
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Technical support
using the large number of technical configurations available to us,  
we are pleased to assist you in finding the right solution and combination 
for your ropes and rope accessories.

As early as the planning and design phases, we will support and advise  
you as extensively as possible. In addition to years of experience,  
we have all kinds of calculation aids for elevator rope requirements.  
We can help you select the best rope for your purposes, understand the 
rope drive & elevator system and advise you accordingly. These are the 
services we offer …

DRAKO Rope Sector (DRS)
The dRs is a program that helps to calculate the rope drive of your  
 traction sheave elevator as per EN81-1 and, additionally, any significant  
values based on standards in place. In this way, we can assess and/or 
modify the actual choice of rope as well as the effect of the influential  
components. The result: we can recommend you the best-possible  
coordinated rope drive system.

Rope service life assessment
Our Technical competence center (Tcc) has gathered far-reaching 
 experience in the field of rope service life assessment and this has led 
to the creation of professional software. Even so, the software program 
requires that its technicians have a deep understanding of all the  
complex processes that also run in the background. After all, a service  
life assessment worth the name means more than knowledge of loads, 
sheaves and groove forms alone.

An end-user version of this sophisticated program is now available  
which will help you greatly when it comes to the design of your system  
with our dRAKO 250T in the operating area of our KP067. It is now  
available at the www.drako.de website. To access it, all you need do is  
register and log in.

Rope and system diagnosis
unexpected damage to rope can never be ruled out in elevator systems, 
and sometimes the cause cannot be established – at least at first. Our 
highly experienced experts will help you pinpoint the cause of damage and 
ensure that the same malfunction does not re-occur after the rope has been 
changed.

We are happy to advise, and free of charge! In the case of more extensive 
calculations and services having to be provided, we would be pleased to 
make you an offer.

Our Service

“Our goal is your satisfaction. 
Not just via our products but 
also via our service”

Simplified order form / online ordering
We aim to make the selecting and ordering procedures as easy as possible. 
To do so, please use our special fax order form which you can copy at will. 
Alternatively, feel free to order online or to place a query at  
www.drako.de or info@drako.de

Stock keeping
For your convenience, we permanently keep in stock all sizes of weight 
compensating chains and over 80 different rope types and diameters for 
elevator operations. In fact, there are approx. 1,600 kilometers of rope in 
our warehouse at any one time, meaning that (subject to prior sale) we can 
respond swiftly to your delivery requirements.

Systemized deliveries / ropes and accessories  
from a single source
do you need our ropes and/or compensating chains complete with 
 accessories at the building site?

  We offer tailor-made solutions for ready-packed systemized deliveries.

Response within 24 hours
If it is foreseeable that we cannot reply to your query in the desired time,  
we will get back to you within one workday after receipt of your message 
and let you know …

• who your contact person is, and

• by when exactly you can expect the reply you need.

Professional seminars for your installation and service staff
Ropes have to be handled expertly at all times. Even the smallest mistake 
can lead to high follow-up costs. We offer special Rope seminars for your 
staff on your premises if requested. Please ask for a copy of our seminar 
schedule.

Homepage
You can find all the technical data on our website at www.drako.de.

General Service
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PFEIFER-HeadquartersPFEIFER DRAKO
DRAHTSEILWERK GMBH&CO. KG

Rheinstraße 19 – 23
d-45478 MÜLHEIM AN dER RuHR
Tel. +49-208-42901-0
Fax +49-208-42901-21
E-Mail info@drako.de
Internet www.drako.de

PFEIFER
SEIL- UND HEBETECHNIK GMBH

dr.-Karl-Lenz-str. 66
d-87700 MEMMINGEN
Tel. +49-8331-937-0
Fax +49-8331-937-294
E-Mail info@pfeifer.de
Internet www.pfeifer.info

 in Belgium/Netherlands
Handels- en Ingenieursbureau
Bakker & co. B.V.
Postbus 1235
NL-3330 cE ZWIJNdREcHT
Tel. +31-78-6101666
Fax +31-78-6100462
E-Mail staal@bakker-co.com

 in Austria
PFEIFER sEIL- uNd
HEBETEcHNIK GMBH
Harterfeldweg 2
A-4481 AsTEN
Tel. +43-7224-66224-0
Fax +43-7224-66224-13
E-Mail psh-austria@pfeifer.de

 in Hungary
Liftimpex Kft.
Liget u. 1
HN-5000 sZOLNOK
Tel. +36-56-372524
Fax +36-56-410586
E-Mail lift21@axelero.hu

 in the United Kingdom/Ireland
PFEIFER dRAKO LTd.
Marshfield Bank, Wollstanwood
GB-cREWE cW2 8uY
Tel. +44-1270-587728
Fax +44-1270-587913
E-Mail sales@pfeiferdrako.co.uk

 in Luxembourg
PFEIFER sOGEQuIP s.àR.L.
Zone Industrielle schifflange-Foetz
L-3844 scHIFFLANGE
Tel. +352-574242
Fax +352-574262
E-Mail sogequip@pt.lu

 in Poland
PFEIFER TEcHNIKA LINOWA  
I dZWIGOWA sP. Z O.O.
ul. Wroclawska 68
PL-55330 Krepice Krepice/Wroclaw
Tel. +48-71-3980760
Fax +48-71-3980769
E-Mail info@pfeifer.pl

 in Russia
OOO PFEIFER  
KANATI & POdJÖMNIE TEHNOLOGII
Pyzhevskiy pereulok,  
h. 5, bld. 1, office 108 
Ru-119017 MOsKAu
Tel. +7-495-363-01-27 
Fax +7-495-363-01-28 
E-Mail kanaty@pfeifer-rossia.ru

 in Spain
PFEIFER cABLEs Y EQuIPOs 
dE ELEVAcIóN, s.L.
Avda. de los Pirineros, 25 - Nave 20
san sebastian de los Reyes
Es-28703 MAdRId
Tel. +34-91-659-3185
Fax +34-91-659-3139
E-Mail p-es@pfeifer.de

 in Italy
spanset Italia sRL
Via Nenni 13/A
IT-10036-sETTIMO TORINEsE (TO)
Tel.   +39-0118-16 97 44
Fax   +39-0118-16 97 91
E-Mail info@spanset.it

 in Greece 
Helcoma
Th. Rotas & co O. E. 
65 davaki str, 
GR-17672 KALLITHEA, ATHENs 
Tel.  +30-210-951 37 05
Fax +30-210-951 34 90
E-Mail contact@helcoma.gr

 in USA/Canada
AFd Industries, Inc.
555 Market Avenue North
cANTON, OH 44702
Tel. +1-330-4523300
Fax +1-330-4522331
E-Mail info@afdindustries.com

 in UAE/Dubai
PFEIFER MIddLE EAsT WIRE ROPE 
& LIFTING TEcHNOLOGY FZE
Jebel Ali Free Zone 1, RA08uA07, 
PO Box 263081, duBAI, uAE
Tel. +971-4-883-8445
Fax +971-4-883-8446

 in Far East
PFEIFER dRAKO
dRAHTsEILWERK GMBH & cO. KG
sales office southeast Asia
302c Anchorvale Link #08-30
sINGAPuR 543302
Tel. +65-97-671520
E-Mail sales_southeastasia@drako.de

Ropes Technology corp.
Far East Pte Ltd.
27, Tuas Ave 8, Jurong
sINGAPORE 639242
Tel. +65-6-861-6066
Fax +65-6-861-3088
E-Mail ropetech@pacific.net.sg

 in India
Heritage Infra solutions Pvt. Ltd.
1 A, shangri La Apartments
119 A, Ripon street
Kolkata – 700 016
WB, INdIA
Tel. +91-33-4006-0677
Fax +91-33-2227-7677
E-Mail mp@heritageinfra.com

 in Australia
Bullivants Lifting & safety 
specialists
10–14 Kellogg Road
GLENdENNING, NsW 2761
Tel. +61-2-97713000
Fax +61-2-96253355
E-Mail sales@bullivants.com

 in Korea
Fine Incorporation
Room 2511, Masters Tower B/d,
#553, dowha-dong, Mapo-Ku,
sEOuL 121-815 
Tel. +82 2 704 2794
Fax +82 2 704 2795
E-Mail finc2794@unitel.co.kr

 in Hongkong/China
cobelco Industrial supplies Ltd. 
Room 01, 26/F, Tung Wai commercial 
Building
109-111 Gloucester Road,
WAN cHAI, HONG KONG
Tel. +852-2889-0080
Fax +852-2898-7077
E-Mail sales@cobelco.com.hk

 in Middle East
KcPc The Kuwait company for Process
Plant construction & contracting K.s.c.
P.O. Box 3404
13035 sAFAT/KuWAIT
Tel. +965-2-466-650
Fax +965-2-451-411
E-Mail kcpc@afdindustries.com

 in China
PFEIFER sTEEL WIRE ROPE
(sHANGHAI) cO., LTd.
No. 159 Yong He Road, 
Zha Bei district
sHANGHAI 200072, P.R.c.
Tel. +86-21-56778006
Fax +86-21-56779229 
E-Mail info@pfeifer.com.cn

 in Brazil
PFEIFER cABOs dE AÇO E 
sIsTEMAs dE IÇAMENTO LTdA.
Rua da Regeneração, 465 
21040-170 RIO dE JANEIRO 
Tel. +55-21-2560-0673
E-Mail info@pfeifer-brasil.com

Distributors in Europe Distributors worldwide


